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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
VOL. III. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1833. NO. 21.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR. 
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
From the Vermont Chronicle. 
THE LIFE BOAT.
There is darkness on the earth,
And the winds are warring loud,
And the foam is dancing on the surf,
And the lightning splits the cloud.
And I see by its moment gleam,
The waves, as they lash the shore;
And I hear the daring sea-bird scream,
And the thunder’s deafening roar.
There’s a ship on the heaving wave;
There’s a flash of the signal gun—
O sign of fear!—Now, now for the brave,
And a noble action done!
A boat from the dusky shore 
Goes on to the rescue now;
The arm is nerved to the trusty oar,
And it nears the laboring prow.
There is hope for the fainting heart,
And there is the grateful tear;
And Death doth, again put up his dart,
As the “life boat” draweth near.• * * * * * * ♦
And, Mortal, on life’s sea,
By its storms and billows driven;
There’s a Life Boat sent to rescue thee,
And bear thee safe to Heaven!
Harp of the Glev.
BIO GRAPHV.
From the Boston Recorder. 
CASPAR HAUSER.
The reader may remember an account publish­
ed in the newspapers some years ago, of an indi­
vidual found in the streets of Nuremberg in a 
state and in circumstances, which threw a strange 
mystery over his previous life: He was 16 or 17 
years old—had never learned to speak—had never 
seen the light of day or the face of any human be­
ing_ and was as ignorant as a child. lie had been
always kept in a dungeon and fed on bread and 
water. Who he is, and why he was thus confined, 
no one has been able to tell to this day. An au­
thentic account of this singular individual has just 
been published by Allen and Ticknos. It is a trans­
lation, by Dr. Linberg, of a small volume which 
appeared in Germany last year under the title of 
“Caspar Hauser: an Instance of a Crime against 
the Life of the Soul of Man.” The author, Von 
Peuerbach, is President of one of the Bavarian 
Courts of Appeals, and well known as a distin­
guished jurist.
It was on the 26th of May, 1828, that Caspar 
Hauser was observed near one of the gates of 
Nuremberg, in a peasant’s dress, in a very singular 
posture, endeavoring to move forward without be­
ing fully able either to stand upright or to govern 
the movements of his legs, and holding in his hand 
a letter addressed to a military gentleman of the 
city. This letter purported to be “from a place 
near the Bavarian frontier which shall be name­
less,” and from the style and orthography was evi­
dently intended to pass for the production of some 
ignorant peasant. The writer does not give Cas­
par’s name—says he was left at his house in 1812 
—and had never been out of it since—that he 
(Caspar) knows nothing about the place of his res­
idence—that the writer does not sign his name be­
cause he might be punished, &c. and concludes with 
laying: “If you do not keep him, you may get
rid of him, or let him he scrambled for.” His ap­
pearance at this time is thus described:
“ The structure of his body, which was stout and 
broad shouldered, showed perfect symmetry with­
out any visible defect. His skin was fine and ve ­
ry fair; his complexion was not florid, but neither 
was it of a sickly hue; his limbs were delicately 
built; his small hands were beautifully formed; 
and his feet which showed no marks of ever before 
having been confined or pressed by a shoe, were 
equally so. The soles of his feet, which were 
without any hofny skin, were as soft as the palms 
of his hands; and they were covered all over with 
blood blisters, the marks of which were some 
months later still visible. Both his arms showed 
the scars of inocculation; and on his right arm, 
a wound still covered with afresh scab was obser­
vable, which as Caspar afterwards related, was 
occasioned by a blow given him with a stick or a 
piece of wood by the man “with whom he had 
always been,” because he had made rather too 
much noise. His face was at that time very vul­
gar: when in a state of tranquility it was almost 
without any expression; and its lower features, 
being somewhat prominent, gave him a brutish 
appearance. The staring look of his blue, but 
clear and bright eyes had also an expression of 
brutish obtuseness. The formation of his face 
altered in a few months almost entirely; his coun­
tenance gained expression and animation, the pro­
minent lower features of his face receded more 
and more, and his earlier physiognomy could 
scarcely any longer be recognized. His weeping 
was at first only an ugly contortion of his mouth; 
but, if anything pleasant affected his mind, a love­
ly, smiling, heart winning sweetness diffused over 
all his features the irresistible charm that lies con­
cealed in the joy of an innocent child. He scarce­
ly at all knew how to use his hands and fingers. 
He stretched out his fingers, stiff and strait and 
far asunder, with the exception of his first finger 
and thumb, whose tips he commonly held together 
so as to form a circle. Where others applied but 
a few fingers, he used his whole hand in the most 
uncouth and awkward manner imaginable. His 
gait like that of an infant making its first essays 
in leading strings, was properly speaking not a 
walk, but rather a waddling, tottering, groping of 
the way,—a painful medium between the motion 
of falling and the endeavor to stand upright. In 
attempting to walk, instead of first treading firm­
ly on his heel, he placed his heels and the balls of 
his feet at once to the ground, and raising both 
feet simultaneously with an inclination of the up­
per part of his body, he stumbled heavily forward, 
with out-stretched arms, which he seemed to use 
as balance poles. The slightest impediment in 
his way caused him often, in his little chamber, 
to fall flat on the floor.”—pp. 26—28.
He showed the greatest aversion to all kinds of 
food and drink except dry bread and water. The 
least drop of wine, coffee, or the like affected him 
severely,—occasioning cold sweats, vomiting or 
violent headache. In respect to external objects 
he acted like an infant. When he, for the first 
time saw a lighted candle he was delighted with 
the shining flame, and unsuspectingly put his fin­
gers into it,—and then drew them back, crying out 
and weeping. He endeavored to lay hold on eve­
ry glittering object that he saw; and when he 
could not reach it, or was forbidden to touch it,
he cried.—The account which he gives of his pre­
ceding life is as follows:
“ He neither knows who he is, nor where his home 
is. • It was only at Nuremberg that he came into 
the world.* Here he first learnt that, besides 
himself and ‘the man with whom he had always 
been,’ there existed other men and other crea­
tures. As long as he can recollect, he had always 
lived in a hole, (a small low apartment which he 
sometimes calls a cage) where he had always sat 
upon the ground, with bare feet, clothed only with 
a shirt and a pair of breeches. In his apartment 
he never heard a sound, whether produced by a 
man, by an animal, or by any thing else. He ne­
ver saw the heavens, nor did there ever appear a 
brightening (daylight) such as at Nuremberg.— 
He never perceived any difference between day 
and night, and much less did he ever get a sight 
of the beautiful lights in the heavens. Whenever 
he awoke from sleep, he found a loaf of bread 
and a pitcher of water by him. Sometimes this 
water had a bad taste; whenever this was the case, 
he could no longer keep his eyes open, but was 
compelled to fall asleep ;j- and when he afterwards 
awoke, he found that he had a clean shirt on, and 
that his nails had been cut. He never saw the 
face of the man who brought him his meat and 
drink. In his hole he had two wooden horses and 
several ribbons. With these horses he had always 
amused himself as long as he was awake; and his 
only occupation was to make them run by his side 
and to fix or tie the ribbons about them in differ­
ent positions. Thus, one day had passed as the 
other, but he had never felt the want of anything, 
had never been sick, and—once only excepted— 
had never felt the sensation of pain. Upon the 
whole, he had been much happier there than in 
the world, where he was obliged to suffer so much. 
How long he had continued to live in this situa­
tion he knew not; for he had had no knowledge of 
time. He knew not when, or how he came there. 
Nor had he any recollection of ever having been 
in a different situation, or in any other than in that 
place. The man with whom he had always been, 
never did him any harm. Yet one day, shortly 
before he was taken away,—when he had been 
running his horse too hard, and had made too 
much noise, the man came and struck him upon 
his arm with a stick, or with a piece of wood; this 
caused the wound which he brought with him to 
Nuremburg. *****
Another time the man came again, lifted him 
from the place where he lay, placed him on his 
feet, and endeavored to teach him to stand. This 
he repeated at several different times. The man­
ner in which he effected this, was the following; 
he seized him firmly around the breast, from be­
hind; placed his feet behind Caspar’s feet, and 
lifted these, as in stepping forward.
Finally the man appeared once again, placed 
Caspar’s hands over his shoulders, tied them fast,
* Ah expression which he often uses to designate his expo­
sure in Nuremberg, and his first awakening, to the conscious­
ness of mental life.
| That this water was mixed with opium may well be sup­
posed; and, the certainty, that this was really the fact, was ful­
ly proved on the following occasion. After he had for some 
time lived with Professor Daumer, his physician attempted to
administer to him a drop of opium in a glass of water. Cas­
par had scarcely swallowed the first mouthful of this water,
when he said; “that water is nasty; it tastes exactly like tha
water I was sometimes obliged to drink in my cage.”
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and thus carried him on his back out of the prison.
He was carried up (or down) a hill-t He knows 
not how he felt; all became night, and lie was 
laid upon his back.” This “becoming night,” 
as appeared on many different occasions at Nu­
remberg, signified, in Caspar’s language, “to faint 
away.” The account given of the continuation of ! 
his journey, is principally confined to the follow- 
ing particulars: “ that he had often lain with his ' 
face to the ground, in which cases it became night; 
that he had several times eaten bread and drunk I 
water; that the man “with whom he had always 
been,” had often taken pains to teach him to walk 
which always gave him great pain.
lie (Caspar) never saw the face of the man 
either on his journey or ever before in prison.— 
Whenever he led him, he directed him to look down 
upon the ground and at his feet,—an injunction 
which he always strictly obeyed; partly from fear, 
and partly because his attention was sufficiently 
occupied with his own person and the position of 
his feet. Not long before he was observed at Nu­
remberg, the man had put the clothes upon him 
which he then wore.”—pp. 55—62.
Mr. Von Feuerbach first saw Caspar about a 
month after his first appearance at Nuremberg. 
His language was then that of a child. “Caspar 
very well,” instead of I am very well; “Caspar 
shall July tell,” instead of, I shall tell it to Julius 
—were his common mode of expression.
With his life in the world he appeared to be by 
no means satisfied; he longed to go back to the 
man with whom he had always been. At home, 
(in his hole,) he said, he had never suffered so 
much from headache, and had never been so much 
teazed as since he was in the world. By this, he 
alluded to the unpleasant and painful sensations 
which were occasioned by the many new impres­
sions to which he was totally unaccustomed, and 
by a great variety of smells which were disagree- 
ble to him, &c; as well as to the numerous visits 
of those who came to see him from curiosity, to 
their incessant questioning of him, and to some 
of their inconsiderate and not very humane ex­
periments. He had therefore no fault to find with 
the man with whom he had always been, except 
that he hadnot yet come to take him back again, 
and that he had never shown him or told him any 
thing of so many beautiful things, which are in the 
world. He is willing to remain in Nuremberg, un­
till he has learnt what the burghermaster and the 
professor (Daumer) know; but then the burgher- 
master must take him home; and then he will show 
the man what he has learnt in the meantime.— 
When I expressed my surprise, that he should 
wish to return to that abominable bad man; he 
replied, with mild indignation, “man not bad, man 
me no bad done.” Of his astonishing memory, 
which is as quick as it is tenacirtus, he gave us 
the most striking proofs. In noticing any of the 
numerous things whether small or great which 
were in his possession, he was able to mention the 
name and the title of the person who had given it 
to him; and if several persons were to be men­
tioned, whose surnames were alike, he distinguish­
ed them accurately, by their Christian names or 
by other marks of distinction. About an hour af­
ter we had seen him, we met him again in the street 
it being about the time when he was conducted to 
theburghermaster’s. We addressed him; and when 
we asked him whether he could recollect our names? 
he mentioned, without the least hesitation, the full 
name of every one of the company, together with 
all our titles, which must nevertheless have ap­
peared to him as unintelligible nonsense.
That the burghermaster or the professor had said 
so, was to him a reason for doing or omitting to do 
anything, which was final and totally exclusive of 
all further questions and consideration. When 
once I asked him, why he thought himself oblig­
ed always to yield such punctual obedience? he
I It is evident and other circumstances prove it to be a fact, 
that Caspar could not yet, at that time distinguish the motion 
of ascending from that of descending, or height from depth, 
even as to the impressions made upon his own feelings; and 
that he was consequently still less able to designate this differ­
ence correctly by means of words. What Caspar calls a hill, 
must in al! probability have been a pair of stairs. Caspar also 
thinks he can recollect that in being carried he brushed against 
something by his side
replied: “ the man with whom I always was, taught 
me that I must do as I am bidden.” Yet in his 
opinion, this submission to the authority of others, 
referred only to what he was to do or not to do, 
and it had no connexion whatever with his.know­
ing, believing, and opining. Before he could ac­
knowledge any thing to be certain and true, it was 
necessary that he should be convinced: and, in­
deed, that he should be convinced either by the 
intuition of his senses, or by some reasoning adap- 
ed to his powers of comprehension and to the scanty 
acquirements of his almost vacant mind, as to ap­
pear to him to be striking. Whenever it was im- 
i possible to reach his understanding by any of these 
! ways, he did not indeed contradict the assertion 
made, but he would leave the matter undecided, 
until, as he used to say he had learned more, I 
spoke to him among other things of the impending 
winter, and told him that the roofs of the houses 
and all the streets of the city would then be all 
white,—as white as the walls of his chamber. He 
said, that this would be very pretty; but he plain­
ly insinuated that he should not believe it before 
he had seen it. The next winter, when the first 
snow fell, he expressed great joy that the streets, 
the roofs and trees had now been so well painted; 
and he went quickly down into the yard, to fetch 
some of the white paint; but he soon ran to his 
preceptor with all his fingers stretched out, cry­
ing and blubbering, and bawling out.“that the white 
paint had bit his hand.”
I directed Caspar to look out of the window, 
pointing to the wide and extensive prospect of a 
beautiful landscape, that presented itself to us in all 
the glory of summer; and I asked him, whether 
what he saw was not very beautiful. He obeyed; 
but he instantly drew back with visible horror, 
exclaiming “ugly! ugly!” and then, pointing to 
the white walls of his chamber, he said “there not 
ugly.” To my question why it was ugly? No 
other reply was made, but ugly! ugly! and thus, 
nothing remained for the present for me to do, 
but to take care to preserve this circumstance in 
my memory, and to expect its explanation from 
the time when Caspar should be better able to ex­
press what he meant to say.
When Caspar afterwards in 1831, spent some 
weeks with me at my house, where I had contin­
ual opportunities of observing him accurately, and 
of completing and correcting the results of for­
mer observations, I took an opportunity of convers­
ing with him respecting this occurrence. He said, 
“When I looked at the window it always appear­
ed to me, as if a window shutter had been placed 
close before my eyes upon which a wall painter 
had spattered the contents of his different brush­
es, filled with white, blue, green, yellow, and red 
paint all mingled together. Single things as I 
now see things, I could not at that time recognize 
and distinguish from each other. This was shock­
ing to look at; and besides, it made me feel anx­
ious and uneasy; because it appeared to me, as if 
my window had been closed up with this parti­
colored shutter, in order to prevent me from look­
ing out into the open air. That, what I then saw, 
were fields, hills, and houses; that many things 
which at that time appeared to me much larger 
were in fact much smaller, while many other things 
that appeared smaller, were' in reality larger than 
other things, is a fact, of which I was afterwards in­
formed by the experience gained during my walks; 
at length I no longer saw anything more of the shut­
ter. Io other questions, he replied, “that, in 
the beginning, he could not distinguish between 
what was really round or triangular, and what was 
only painted as round or triangular. The men and 
horses represented on sheets of pictures, appeared 
I to him precisely as the men and horses that were 
carved in wood, the first, as round as the latter, or 
; these, as flat as those.” ”—pp. 91—100. 
j It required no little pains and patience to teach 
I him the difference between organized and unor­
ganized, animate and inanimate things, and be­
tween voluntary and mechanical motion. He ex­
pressed great indignation against a statue in the 
garden, because, although it was so dirty it did 
' not wash itself. If a sheet of paper was blown 
down by the wind, he thought it had run away from 
the table; and if a child’s wagon was rolling down 
hill, it was in his opinion an, excursion for
its own amusement. He distinguished otherTnh
mals only by their external form.
“He was angry with a cat for taking its food 
only with its mouth, without ever using its hands 
for that purpose. He wished to teach it to use it, 
paws and to sit upright. He spoke to it as to a 
being like himself, and expressed great indigna- 
tion at its unwillingness to attend to what he said 
and to learn from him. On the contrary, 
once highly commended the obedience of a’cer- 
tain dog. Seeing a gray cat, he asked, why she 
did not wash herself that she might become white 
When he saw oxen lying down on the pavemti' 
of the street, he wondered why they did not™ 
home and lie down there. If it was replied that 
such things could not be expected from anima.. 
because they were unable to act thus, his answer 
was immediately ready. Then they ought to learn 
it; there were so many thiags, which lie also was 
obliged to learn.”—p. 117.
To the beauties of nature he was not insensible 
but was often asking the question who made such a 
thing? One remarkable incident in the gradual 
developement of his mental life, is particularly 
mentioned:
“ It was in the month of August, 1829, when,on 
a fine summer evening, his instructor showed him 
for the first time the starry heavens. Ilis aston­
ishment and transport surpassed all description.— 
Ile could not be satiated with its sight, and was 
ever returning to gaze upon it; at the same timefix- 
ing accurately with his eye the different groups 
that were pointed out to him, remarking the star, 
most distinguished 'for their brightness, and ob­
serving the differences of their respective color. 
“That,” he exclaimed, “is indeed the most beau­
tiful sight that I have ever yet seen in the world. 
But who has placed all these numerous beautiful 
candles there? who lights them? who puts them 
out?” When he was told that like the sun with 
which he was already acquainted, they always con­
tinue to give light, he asked again: who placco 
them there above, that they may continue to giv- 
light? At length, standing motionless, with his 
head bowed down and his eyes staring, he fellin­
to a strain of deep and serious meditation. Vhn 
he again recovered recollection his transit'. 
had been succeeded by a deep sadness, lie sank 
trembling upon a chair, and asked, why that wick­
ed man had kept him always locked up, and had 
never shown him any of these beautiful things.— 
He (Caspar) had never done any harm, lletlien 
broke out into a fit of crying, which lasted for a 
long time, and which could with difficulty he sooth­
ed; and said, that the man with whom he hadal- 
ways been, may now also be locked up for a fe» 
days, that he may learn to know, how hard its 
to be treated so. Before seeing this beautiful ce­
lestial display, Caspar had never shown anythin? 
like indignation against that man; and much lea 
had he ever been willing to hear that he ought to 
be punished. Only weariness and slumber were 
able to quiet his sensations; and he did not tall 
asleep—a thing that had never happened to hr 
before—until it was about II o’clock. Indeed, 
was in Mr. Daumer’s family that he began more a; 
more to reflect upon his unhappy fate, and to be­
come painfully sensible of what had been with 
held and taken from him. It was only there,thi 
the ideas of family, of relationship, of friendship, 
of those human ties, that bind parents andchi l 
dren and brothers and sisters to each other, I 
brought home to his feelings; it was only there 1 
that the names mother, sister and brother wets 
rendered intelligible to him, when he saw how mo­
ther, sister and brother, were reciprocally unite* 
to each other by mutual affection, and by niutu* 
endeavors to make each other happy. He 
often ask for an explanation of what is meant by 
mother, and by sister; and endeavors were raai-' 
to satisfy him by appropriate answers. Soon; 
ter, he was found sitting in his chair, apparent! 
immersed in deep meditation. When he was*) 
ed what was now again the matter with him, ) 
replied with tears: “he had been thinking abo- 
what was the reason, why he had not a mother- 
brother and a sister? for it was so very pretty
have them.””—pp-H9—21.
But we have no room for more of these 
esting details respecting the state of Caspar ip:
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sical, intellectual and moral being, and the chan­
ges that rapidly took place in them—details, how­
ever, which the reader, whatever may be his-pro­
fession, will find equally curious and valuable.—It 
was at length rumored that he was writing an ac­
count of his own life, and soon after an attempt 
was made to assassinate him—the villain having ' 
left him doubtless with the impression that his 
tongue and pen had both been silenced forever. 
Von Feuerbach concludes his account of the at­
tempt, and of the investigations to which it led as 
follows:
But if the reader’s curiosity, or his love of 
knowledge should inspire him with a wish to learn 
still more; if he should ask me what were the re-! 
suits of the judicial inquiries which were institut-! 
ed; if he should desire to know, to what tracks 
they have led, what spots were actually struck by 
the divining rod, and what was afterwards done;
I shall be under the necessity of answering, that 
the laws, as well as the nature of the case, forbid 
the author to speak publicly of things, which on­
ly the servant of the state can be permitted to 
know or to conjecture. Yet I may permit my­
self to pronounce the assurance, that the judicial 
authorities have, with a faithfulness at once un­
wearied and regardless of consequences, endea­
vored to prosecute their inquiries concerning the 
case, by the aid of every, even the most extraor­
dinary means, which were at. their disposal; and, 
that their inquiries have not been altogether un­
successful.
But, not all heights, depths, and distances, are 
accessible to the reach of civil justice. And, in 
respect to many places in which justice might 
have reason to seek the giant perpetrator of such 
a crime, it would be necessary, in order to pene­
trate into them, to be in possession of Joshua’s 
ram’s horns, or at least of Oberon’s horn, in order, 
for some time at least, to suspend the action of the 
powerful enchanted Colossuses that guard the gol­
den gates of certain castles.
But wliat is veiled in blackest shades of night,
Must, when the morning dawns, be brought to light.”
; p. 161—63.
Caspar Hauser is now at Anspach, under the 
patronage of the Ear/ of Stanhope, who has adopt­
ed him as his foster son, and who intends to remove 
him some time hence under safe conduct, to Eng­
land, there to await the dispersion of the darkness 
which still hangs over his mysterious history.
RELIGIOUS,
From the New-York Evangelist. 
ASAAD SIIIDIAK.
Our readers doubtless remember Asaad—poor 
Asaad, whose cruel treatment by his friends, and 
bitter persecution by the Catholic priests, created 
so much sympathy a few years since. He belong­
ed to the Maronites, a Catholic sect on Mount 
Libanus, and he was brought to a knowledge of 
the truth by intercourse with Mr. King, at Bey- 
root, in 1825—6. In 1827, he visited his family 
and the patriarch of the Maronites, where he en­
countered great opposition, was forbidden the use 
of the scriptures, and so badly treated as to be 
under apprehensions for his life. He left his friends 
privately, and returned to the missionaries at Bey- 
root. He was followed by his brother, and event­
ually by his mother, who entreated him not to dis­
grace his family by farther connection with the 
missionaries; and to pacify them he consented to 
go home once more. He had not been there long, 
before he was taken by force and imprisoned by 
the patriarch at Canobeen, where he was kept in 
close confinement, and for a time was beaten dai­
ly to make him renounce his new faith. After a 
time he was placed in so close confinement, that 
his fate was rendered quite uncertain. Many re­
ports were circulated, that he had recanted, that 
he had committed crimes, that he was dead, and 
a painful uncertainty hung over his fate until quite 
recently. The last Missionary Herald contains a 
letter from the Rev. G. B. Whiting, dated June 20, 
1832, giving an account of decisive measures ta­
ken by Mr. Tod, an English merchant, and friend 
of the mission, to ascertain whether Asaad was 
still living. For this purpose he made a visit to 
Ibrahim Pasha, the victorious Egyptian who seems
to have wrested Syria and Palestine effectually j 
from the hands of the Turkish government. Mr. ' 
W. says:
Meanwhile you will be interested in learning I 
the simple fact, that after a most thorough personal ■ 
examination of every room, closet, corner, and 
chest in the convent, in which examination he was 
assisted by ten armed soldiers, Asaad was not to be ' 
found; and the strong impression left on the mind 
of Mr. Tod after all that he saw and heard at Can­
obeen and elsewhere on his tour, is that he is dead. \ 
The account which was uniformly given, in Cano­
been and the vicinity, was that he died nearly two I 
years ago, of a dropsy.
Mr. Tod had for years taken a lively interest in 
the history of Asaad; and I believe it was while 
in England, preparing for his voyage to Syria, 
that he resolved upon making an effort in his be­
half, at the earliest opportunity. Accordingly, 
about two weeks ago, his business being so arrang­
ed that he could leave it for a few days, he set off 
for the camp of Ibrahim Pasha at Acre. He ar­
rived immediately after the surrender of the town 
and fortress to the Egyptian troops, and while Ibra­
him, who had headed the last deadly assault in 
person, was yet receiving the congratulations of 
his friends; having just sent off Abdallah Pasha a 
prisoner to Alexandria. A more favorable hour 
could not have been desired. The pasha very 1 
readily granted him a private interview, and lis-, 
tened with great interest and surprise to his re­
presentation respecting Asaad. When Mr. T., 
had finished, his highness said that he must talk 
with the Emeer Besheer, to whom, he remarked, 
it properly belonged to investigate the affair, and 
who was expected at the camp the next day, after 
which he would see Mr. Tod again. At a subse­
quent interview he informed Mr. 'I', that the Emeer 
Besheer was directed to furnish him with a guard 
of soldiers, who should accompany him wherever j 
he might wish to go in search of Asaad Shidiak, i 
with orders to carry the convent of Canobeen or 
any other convent or building in Mount Lebanon, 
by assault, if necessary, to pursue the search as 
far as Mr. T. should choose, and to bring the man, 
if he could be found, to such place as he should 
i direct.—This order of the pasha, so promptly giv­
en, was as promptly obeyed by the Emeer; al­
though the latter was evidently mortified, and 
could not but feel himself reflected upon, by the j 
enterprise. Being furnished accordingly with a ( 
decade of soldiers, and proper letters to the pa­
triarch, &c. &c., Mr. Tod proceeded directly to 
the convent of Canobeen, and in the name of the 
Emeer Besheer demanded Asaad Esh Shidiak. 
He thought it not improbable that he might meet 
with opposition and insult; but instead of this, 
the doors of the convent were thrown open to him; 
the monks, and even the patriarch-himself, treat- 
I ing him in the most obsequious manner, anticipa- 
I ting his wishes, and running to open every place 
in the building in which it was possible that a man 
could be concealed. They were evidently panic- 
struck, and trembled; as though conscious that 
the blood of the righteous was found in their 
skirts, and expecting that it was now to be visited 
l upon their heads. They assured Mr. T. that 
Asaad was long since dead; they showed him the 
little cell in which he had been confined; and also, 
at a little distance from the convent, what they 
said was his grave, offering to disinter the body 
instantly if he desired it.”
Mr. Whiting adds several remarks drawn from ' 
the preceding statement. The first is, that the J 
evidence of Asaad’s death, if not rendered quite J 
l conclusive, is greatly augmented by this investi- 
| gation, 2. There is the most satisfactory reason 
for believing that he endured unto the end, without 
apostacy, and is “saved,” 3. Great good has al­
ready resulted from this investigation. The Ma- 
ronite patriarch has been made to feel that his 
power to persecute men for reading and obeying 
the bible, has a limit. The people have seen him 
humbled. In fact, it is virtually proclaimed 
throughout Mount Lebanon, that under the new 
government, religious persecution will not be tole­
rated. The people will therefore now dare to re­
ceive the scriptures, to think for themselves, and 
to serve God according to the dictates, not of the 
priest, but of their own consciences.—Thus does
God make the bitterness of men work to the fur­
therance of the Gospel.
RETRENCHMENT.
A lady once put the question to a minister, how 
far she ought to retrench her expenses, and deny 
herself the ornaments and luxuries of life, for the 
purpose of enereasing her benefactions to the ne­
cessitous. ‘Madam,’says the minister, ‘yourques- 
tion is more easily asked than answered. But 
since it is evidently put with a sincere desire .to 
know your duty, I feel myself bound to relieve, 
as far as I am able, your present embarrassment. 
This, then, is the sum of iny advice. Remember, 
that such is your natural temperament, such has 
been your education, and such the influence so­
ciety always has and doubtless always will exert 
upon you, that you will never be in danger of car­
rying the principle under consideration too far. You 
will often be in danger of doing too little, but sel­
dom or never of doing too much.” The above 
advice, I suppose to be applicable to almost every 
Christian on earth. Yet most of them seem 
to feel, that almost the only danger to which 
they are exposed is in the opposite extreme. If 
the sin of retrenching too far for charitable pur­
poses exist in the church, I have never met with 
it; and I very much doubt, whether such a sin 
is registered in heaven against any person now 
living. Remember, Christian brethren, that you 
are just as much exposed to the sin of loving the 
world too little, as you are to that of denying your­
self too much for the wants of a dying world.— 
When yon find that the ‘lust of the flesh, the lust 
of the eye, and the pride of life,' have less influ­
ence upon you than they ought, then, and not 
till then, I suppose, will you have reason to in­
stitute the inquiry, whether you are not doing too 
much, by personal efforts and charitable contribu­
tions, for the salvation of those for whom Christ 
died. M. A.
A CONVERTED JEW.
There called on me this week, says Mr. Mines, 
a descendant of Abraham, educated originally as 
a Jewish Rabbi, with letters from men of approved 
and known piety. He possesses an extensive ac­
quaintance with the scriptures, especially as the 
prophecies of the old testament are referable to 
the fulfilments of. the new. He is now suffering 
severely under banishment from lus own family, 
and an exile from Poland, his native home. In 
him I have found every desirable and delightful 
evidence of piety, his character better than his 
recommendations. His conversion to the Chris­
tian faith took place in Dublin, while reading the 
New Testament I—(which he had never seen be­
fore,) in order to meet, at a breakfast table, the ar­
guments of Rev. Mr. Wolf!’, missionary to the 
Jews, and at that time in Dublin. He is the au­
thor of several pamphlets to his brethren of Is­
rael, urging them to embrace the “like precious 
faith.”
THE ORDINARY MOTIVE TO INCONSISTENCY. 
What though the polite man count thy fashion 
a little odd and too precise, it is because he knows 
nothing above that model of goodness which he 
hath set himself, and therefore approves of nothing 
beyond it; he knows not God, and therefore doth 
not discern and esteem what is most like Him.— 
When courtiers come down into the country, the 
common home bred people possibly think their 
habit strange; but they care not for that, it is the 
fashion at court. What need then that Christians 
should be so tender-foreheaded, as to be put Gut 
of countenance because the world looks on holi­
ness as a singularity? It is the only fashion in 
the highest court, yea, of the King of Kings him­
self.—Leighton.
The longer a believer hath neglected prayer, the 
harder he finds it to pray; partly, through shame: 
for the soul, having played the truant, knows not 
how to look God in the face: and, partly, through 
the difficulty of the work, which is doubly hard to 
what another finds, who walks in the exercise of 
his graces. It requires more time and pains for him 
to tune his instrument, when all is out of order, 
than for another to play the lesson.—Gurnall.
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For the Gambier Observer.
Mr. Editor,—If the following extract from 
the Dublin Christian Examiner, for October 1825, 
should not be too long for insertion in your very 
valuable and interesting paper, its insertion will 
oblige your constant reader, Z.
THE “TE DEUM.”
Sin,—As I am sure it is your wish to bring into more seri­
ous consideration the beautiful services of our admirable Lit­
urgy, if you think the following calculated to produce that 
effect, its insertion will gratify IOTA.
We praise thee, O God!
We acknowledge thee to be the Loud.
All the earth doth worship thee
The FATHER everlasting.
To thee all angels cry aloud;
The heavens, and all the powers therein:
To thee cherubim and seraphim
Continually do cry,
Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabaoth:
Heaven and earth are full of the majesty of thy glory.
The glorious company of the Apostles praise thee:
The goodly fellowship of the Prophets praise thee:
The noble army of Martyrs praise thee:
The Holy church throughout all the world, doth acknowledge 
thee,
The Father of an infinite majesty;
Thine adorable, true, and only Son;
Also the IIOLY G1IOST the Comforter.
Thou art the King of glory, O Christ!
Thou art the everlasting SON of the FATHER:
When thou tookest upon thee to deliver man,
Thou didst not abhor the virgin’s womb:
When thou hadst overcome the sharpness of death,
Thou didst open the kingdom of heaven to all believers. 
Thou sittest at the right hand of God, in the glory of the
FATHER:
We believe that thou shalt come, to be our Judge:
We therefore pray thee, help thy servants
Whom thou hast redeemed with thy precious blood;
Make them to be numbered with thy saints,
In glory everlasting.
() Loud! save thy people,
And bless thine heritage;
Govern them,
And lift them up forever:
Day by day wc magnify thee,
And we worship thy name, ever, world without end.
Vouchsafe, O Loan! this day,
To keep us without sin.
O I .ord ! have mercy upon us, have mercy upon us—
O Lord! let thy mercylighten upon us, as our trust is in thee— 
O Loud! in thee have I trusted, let me never be confounded.
This beautiful hytnn naturally divides itself into 
two parts; the first, a solemn act of worship to the 
Great Lord God Almighty; the second, a special 
song of praise to the Incarnate Son, the brightness 
of his Father's glory, and the express image of 
his person.
The first part may be resolved into the exordi­
um, or general ascription of glory to the Majesty 
of Heaven—an net of communion in the angelic j 
worship—in that of the spirits of just men made 1 
perfect,—and in that of saints on earth.
The exordium consists of a stanza of four lines, 
in which the Christian congregation first declares 
the general act of thanksgiving: ‘We praise thee, 
() God!’—the second member is more specific and 
distinct, and to the soul versed in scripture truth, 
it speaks volumes: ‘We acknowledge thee to be 
Jehovah;'—all his wondrous works in ancient time, 
from the first dawning of the day of Redemption 
to the final close—the Patriarchal—the Mosaic— 
the Christian dispensation: the ministry of the 
Prophets—the work of the Apostles—all pass 
quickly through the Christian's mind. The first 
member adores God for what he is in himself; his 
uncreated excellence, and unsearchable glory: 
the second praises him as he has revealed himself 
to man, and for all those blessed offices which he 
graciously condescends to occupy towards his un­
worthy creatures;—thus does the hymn, even in 
its most general expressions, recognise the truths 
of Christian doctrine, far different from the liberal 
forms of semi-infidels, who to embrace all, prune 
away all the glorious peculiarities of the Christian 
faith. The pious soul is not, however, satisfied, 
even with the number of those who thus consent 
to worship the Lord his God: he feels that all 
creation should join the song, and that if men be 
silent, the glorious heavens and the fruitful earth, 
yea all God’s works should join the sacred an­
them;—the next half of the stanza therefore en­
larges the number of worshippers and declares,
All the earth doth worship thee,
The Father everlasting—
the great Creator, gracious Preserver, andall-wise 
and powerful Governor of the universe. Ihu® 
this part of the hymn coincides with that verse of 
the Psalm, “All thy works praise thee, O Lord1 
and thy saints give thanks unto thee !” How com­
prehensive are these three great names, GOD, 
LORD, FATHER:—the first general, the second 
embracing his relation to his covenanted people, 
the last, to all creation.
But we are unworthy to offer a suitable sacrifice 
to the divine perfections, and this world is too 
small a theatre for the mighty subject; and even 
his glorious works present but an insensible tribute 
of praise—the Christian therefore.turns his eye by 
faith to the courts of Heaven, and desires to use 
the enlarged intelligence and purest voice of God’s 
most perfect creatures, that due honor, and glory 
and praise may be ascribed to Him, who is far 
above all that his creatures can imagine or think; 
the hymn therefore adds,
To thee all angels cry aloud,
The heavens and all the powers therein;
To thee, cherubim and seraphim 
Continually do cry,
Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabaoth!
Heaven and earth are full of the majesty of thy glory.
The earnestness and perseverance with which 
the angelic host praise God, are circumstances of 
the most importance; they occur therefore the 
first and last in the first stanza—the first implied 
by the angels “crying aloud,” the last by their 
“crying continually.” The various orders of these 
glorious beings though enumerated by the voice 
of Christian love, yet constitute nothing which 
could add to the glory of the most high, before 
whom they veil their faces; it is these feelings of 
adoration and love which make their praise accep­
table and render them our examples. Their song 
is taken from the 6th chapter of Isaiah, containing 
within it a recognition of the great doctrine of the 
Trinity, without, however, that distinct, enumera­
tion of the blessed persons which characterizes the 
glory of the church triumphant and militant which 
follows; and how gradual and natural the transi­
tion from the angelic hosts to those blessed spirits 
who have entered into rest, and who perhaps are 
their companions and their friends; and then to 
the kindred spirits below, who in heart, in in­
terest, in design, are fighting the battle which they 
formerly fought, and aspiring after the glory and 
happiness which they now possess.
(To be Continued.')
From the Boston Recorder. 
RECOLLECTIONS OF A STUDENT.
I commenced a course of study preparatory for
College, in my fifteenth year, having passed my 
previous life"mostly in my father’s family under 
the watchful eye of an affectionate mother, and 
after her death of a pious and beloved sister.
I left home, a moral youth, in the common ac­
ceptation of the term. Naturally fond of hilarity, 
1 ehose as my associates, among my fellow students, 
those who would make the most sport, some older 
and some younger than myself. At first their pro­
fanity shocked me; but familiarity with it soon 
wore away its hideous features, and at length it 
became a very necessary accompaniment of all 
our jovial scenes. I used the profane oath, at first, 
with a faltering tongue, and a blushing, guilty 
countenance: for my conscience severely reprov­
ed me, and my thoughts ran home, and brought" 
back to my mind the image of a kind sister and 
aged father.
| Passing over many of the initiatory steps I took 
in the path of vice, I will only mention the habit 
| of card-playing. The mystery of this art I learn- 
I ed of a younger student who was afterwards my 
most intimate companion. I was perfectly en- 
j chanted with it, many an hour of precious time, 
yea, of sacred, holy time, did I spend in this be­
witching employment. 1 was unsuspected by my 
teacher,;and by the pious members of the Academy.
At length, this my companion was expelled 
i from the school, in consequence of its being known 
that a company of students had met at his room 
occasionally for card-playing and dissipation. I
| was one of the number, as guilty as he; but es­
caped unknown. About this time a revival com. 
menced in the neighborhood. An accident which 
endangered my life, led me to reflection. The 
faithful admonitions of my sister’s letters, who all 
the while supposed me as uncontaminated as when 
she bid me farewell, came home to my very heart 
I became anxious and attended two or three inq^ 
ry meetings. At the close of one of them, av 
teacher who was present, and who by the way had 
not to my knowledge manifested any special anx­
iety for particular members of the school, invited 
me to his room. I went accordingly. He enter- 
ed into conversation with me respecting my feel, 
ings, my parents, the good I might do were 11„ 
become a Christian, &c.; and then pointed out my 
duty, and prayed with me. I have no doubt, his 
desire was to do me good; but I went awaym/j. 
fied, not humbled, with this distinct impression, —
‘ Mr.------- thinks it specially important that /should
become pious.’ From that time my convictions 
left me. I mention this, that should it fall under 
the eye of any instructer, he may learn a lessonof 
caMffon in regard to manifesting special anxiety for 
the salvation of one pupil rather than another.
I pass now to my college life. The college at 
which I was placed was within a few miles of my 
father’s dwelling. My friends placed me there 
with raised expectations, not one of them knowing 
that I had been addicted to vicious habits. In en­
tering college, I entered a new scene of tempta­
tion. Many of my classmates were idle and dis­
sipated, and with such, as usual I found most that 
was congeoial to my feelings. But I did not dare 
to neglect my studies, lest it should be known that 
I was associating with the vicious, and he reported 
to my father. Accordingly I was careful to pre­
pare myself for every recitation and to he punctu­
al at every exercise.
I was successful in this, at the same time, that 
I spent many a midnight hour in gaming, smoking, 
and drinking wine and brandy. A Christian friend 
roomed very near me, and yet often was the card- 
table spread in my room till two or three o’clock 
in the morning without his knowledge.
My companions were known as dissipated, bur 
I was not suspected. My first winter 1 pnsseiia 
teaching; but made no improvement in my habits. 
I returned to college only to renew the scenes of 
the fall, to engage in them with more frequency, 
and indulge in greater excess. Soon after the be­
ginning of the term a revival commenced in col­
lege which called forth the violent opposition of 
my companions. I am not conscious oi' having felt 
any peculiar hatred to the woik, but was ready to 
take advantage of that or any thing else by which 
I might gratify my favorite propensity, a love of 
sport. The pious students were accustomed ti 
visit the impenitent daily for religious conversation. 
In mockery of their self denying efforts, I went 
w ith a few giddy companions, to the room of an 
intemperate classmate, and with affected serious­
ness inquired respecting the state of his soul. The 
scene of mirth and profanity which followed, I 
dare not attempt to describe.
Here I pause to remark upon this history of the 
formation and progress of vicious and destructive 
habits, that young students seldom know the real 
danger of entering upon a course of vice, or of 
associating with dissipated companions. Should 
any such read this article, let me say to them, be 
careful to commence your course of study nfi 
Select for your companions, the sober, the virtu­
ous, and the good; and avoid the scene of dissi­
pation as you would avoid your own ruin. Stu­
dents more advanced in age, and teachers, are of­
ten entirely ignorant of the habits which younger 
members of college are forming, in consequence 
of neglecting their duty to them. They ought 
to look after them, to watch over them; to take 
them by the hand in the spirit of affectionate friends 
and counsellors, not of dictating superiors; to se­
cure their confidence and esteem, and then it » 
easy to win them from the ways of vice. They 
are not sufficiently aware what a fearful responsi­
bility is resting upon them in relation this subject- 
Parents confide their children to the instructors 
of our colleges, and they rest a hope of their safety 
upon the pious students. But how often are they 
deceived. How often, before a whisper of the
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drunk in the streets. “Who hath made us to dif­
fer?”
In conclusion, let me say to any pious female 
who may peruse this story, have you an impenitent 
brother? Bear him daily to the mercy seat on the 
arms of prayer. Treat him with kindness and af­
fection. Be faithful to him. Convince him that 
ing distress and disgrace upon a large and happy you long earnestly for the salvation of his soul.— 
family, of which I knew I was the only unworthy i Oblige him to asssociate with your image, your 
member, and more by the timely cautions, the letters, your very name, thoughts of his own eter- 
kind and affectionate warnings of my dear sister, j nal destiny; so that whenever he thinks of you, or 
I loved her devotedly. I knew that she prayed j hears your name, or sees the well known super- 
for me, and felt an intense anxiety for my welfare. I scription of our letters, his conscience may bid him 
The thought that she might hear of my sinful listen to the voice of affection, and to the voice of 
course was more than I could endure, and would a Saviour’s mercy, and live. Be not discouraged, 
often effectually restrain me for a season. Often, [ though your efforts for a long time seem in vain; 
too did the tear start from my eye, at the fancied in due time you shall reap if you faint not. If I 
picture of a distressed sister weeping over her ru- am truly a child of grace, I owe it under God, 
ined brother. (to the prayers,—the patient, faithful, and affection-
As I was near home, she had opportunities of ate warnings of a beloved sister. D.
sending to me as often as she pleased. Almost | -------------------------------
fact lias entered the paternal dwelling, has the 
son been drawn into the vortex of ruin too far to 
be rescued.
To return to my story. During all the course 
which I have described, I was restrained from go­
ing to such an extreme as would preclude the pos­
sibility of escaping detection, by a dread of bring
every week and sometimes oftener her little notes1 
used to come up to me bearing the assurance that! 
her heart’s desire and prayer to God for me was 
that I might be srved.
Often she had time to write but a few words 
and must give me some message of a secular char­
acter; but I believe there was never an instance, 
in which, however brief she was compelled to be, 
she did not say something upon the interests of my 
soul.
To these tender appeals, my conscience though 
becoming daily more seared, was never entirely 
insensible. Sometimes I could banish them from 
my mind with a momentary struggle; at others
they would follow me for days, whispering in my i little hostility in Ireland between the different de
ear, “turn ye, turn ye, for whv will ye die?’
Soon after the last scene above described, a fel­
low student, who knew my sister, and knew that 
I had become uncommonly wild, as the college 
phrase is, himself a recent convert, called at my
nominations of protestants: the grand distinction 
there is between papist and protestant: and the 
different dissenting congregations have leant upon 
their protestant brethren for support in their con­
flict with the common enemy—popery. The me- 
room to borrow a book. As he was about to leave i thodists in Ireland exhibit the same peculiarities 
be alluded to my course of conduct in a single [ which mark that denomination in Great Britain, 
word, and then added, “ Flow would your sister They are perhaps, more really attached to the
H------feel if she knew it, and what joy would it, Establishment in Ireland than in England; this
give her to know that you had become a Christian.” ■ may at lease be presumed, from the existence of 
I made him no reply. He had touched the most ■ a considerable body who distinguish themselves 
tender spot in my heart—I could not speak. He 1 as church methodists, in contradistinction to 
left me alone; but he had fastened an arrow the Wesleyans, who administer the sacraments 
in a sure place. I could not banish, the thought, among themselves and hold their assemblies for 
It entirely subdued me. The process of my feel- public worship at the same hour with the estab- 
ings I need not describe; suffice it to say, after; lished church. The methodists in Ireland have a 
several days, I found peace in believing in Jesus, few missionaries who preach in the Irish language, 
Then the sinfulness of my course appeared ex- and these appear to be the only persons who sta- 
cceding great. I believe it was on the third night, 1 tedly minister in that tongue: their success, how- 
after 1 began to cherish the hope of pardon, that, ever, has not been very considerable, though the 
as I retired to rest, my thoughts had turned upon J zeal and devotion of some of these missionaries 
the fact, that I had all along deceived iny father, 1 have exposed them to severe and unmerited per-
and all my best friends; that while they had be 
stowed upon me their bounty, and cherished m.e 
with affection, they knew nothing of my real char­
acter. Though 1 hoped my Saviour had forgiven 
me, I could not rest till I had undeceived my 
friends, and obtained their pardon also. I passed 
a sleepless night, and early in the morning, called 
on my friend in the adjoining room, gave him a
history of my conduct. He was perfectly aston-1 mons often breathe impassioned eloquence, but 
ished. I told him I had been afraid to let my fa-; they are seldom so well arranged, or so argumen- 
ther know what my habits were, lest he should re- ’ tative as in this country, nor do they appear so 
move me from college; but I could rest no longer , deeply to affect tilt heart and conscience. The 
without telling him the whole truth; and proposed (leading doctrines of the gospel are statedly preach- 
to go home for that purpose. lie approved my ed, but there is not unfrequently a want of dear- 
plan, and accordingly I “arose, and went unto my ' ness, precision, and discrimination, which prevents 
father;” and when the family were assembled for .the edification of the hearers. The attention is 
evening prayers, I made known to them all the ' frequently arrested, when the understanding is not 
true character of their unworthy son and brother. ‘ informed, nor the heart affected. In some cases 
They received me as a returning prodigal, wept I the whole strain of the discourse has appeared to
and prayed with me, and rejoiced that he that had 
been lost was found. This affecting family scene 
made too deep an impression upon my mind ever 
to be effaced..
Six years have passed away since I left the so­
ciety of my vicious companions, and now I look 
around for them and where arc they; some were 
expelled from college before they had half com­
pleted their course, and are ruined. One with 
whom I spent more time in gambling than with any 
other, passed through college, though known as a 
dissipated youth; and not long since I learned that 
he had become a complete sot, being often found
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RELIGIOUS STATE OF IRELAND. 
[continued from number 19.]
The dissenters in Ireland are a very small body, 
consisting of independents or baptists. Each de­
nomination possesses some able preachers; but 
except in Dublin, and one or two of the larger 
towns, their congregations are small, and they 
would be still smaller did not the lamentable defi­
ciency of church room in some instances, and 
the difficulties in the way of new erections, in­
duce many to attend at dissenting places, who 
would otherwise have been decidedly attached to 
the Established Church. There is, however, very
secution. I have before intimated, that there ex­
ists a warm and lively feeling of religion among 
the Irish clergy in general. The number of ac­
tive, zealous, devoted ministers, is indeed very 
considerable, and they appear fully occupied in 
their important work. I am not however clear, 
whether they are, generally speaking, such regu­
lar students as their English brethren. Their ser-
me very far to exceed the general standard of 
Christian experience, and to be in cousequence at 
once unintelligible by, and inapplicable to, a large 
portion of the congregation. This is probably 
owing partly to national character, and partly to 
many of those excellent individuals having ac­
quired their views of religion somewhat hastily, 
and having formed their style of preaching from 
some favorite minister or author without any ve- 
ry deep converse with their own hearts, or much 
intercourse with experienced Christians. Cal- 
vinistic doctrines are embraced and carried to a 
considerable extent by many of the Irish clergy;
; while on the contrary, some preachers appear 
anxious to attack Calvinism as often as possible: 
there are indeed splendid exceptions; and it is 
impossible to hear such men as Mr. Mathias in 
Dublin, or Dr. Guarry at Cork, without admiring 
, the grace bestowed, and magnifying God in them. 
I am not sure, however, whether some of our own 
clergy have not in these respects set their Irish 
brethren a bad example. Our friends from Ire­
land in their visits to this metropolis usually at­
tend the preaching of two or three individuals 
who either dwell almost exclusively on the higher 
doctrines of grace, or indulge in a verbose decla­
matory style, very attractive to young and par­
tially informed Christians, but far from being, 
generally speaking, conducive to edification. Min­
isters occupying prominent stations in town ought 
to be men of study, devotion, diligent preparation, 
intent on the grand object of preaching Christ, 
and striving that every sermon should be a model, 
which the young stranger or casual visitor might 
safely imitate. Are we in general sufficiently 
alive to our responsibility in this respect? I think 
not—if we were, crude Calvinism, and cold Ar- 
minianism, and empty declamation, and puerile 
conceit would not. so frequently appear.
(Tobe Continued.J
HOW SHALL I DISPOSE MYSELF ON THE 
lord’s DAY.
Avoid all servile work, and expend it only in 
such actions, as tend to the sanctifying thereof.—
1 God the great landlord of all time, hath let out 
.six days in the week to man to farm them; the 
i seventh day he reserves as a demesne in his own 
hand; if therefore, we would have quiet possession 
and comfortable use of what God hath leased out 
to us, let us not encroach on his demesne. Some 
popish* people make a superstitious almanac of 
the Sunday, by the fairness or foulness thereof, 
guessing at the weather all the week after. But 
I dare boldly say, that from our well or ill spend­
ing of the Lord’s Day, a probable conjecture may 
be made how the following week will be employ­
ed.—Yea, I conceive, we are bound as (matters 
now stand in England) to a stricter observance of 
the Lord's day. than ever before. That a time 
was due to God's service, no Christian in our king­
dom ever did deny; that the same was weekly 
dispensed in the Lord’s day, holy days, Wednesdays 
Fridays, Saturdays, some have earnestly maintain­
ed'; seeing, therefore, all the last are generally 
neglected, the former must be more strictly ob­
served: it being otherwise impious, that our devo­
tion having a narrower channel, should also car­
ry aslrillower stream.—Taller s IVoudedConscience.
* If it. rains on the Sunday before Mass,
It At ill rain all the week more or less.—Popish Rhyme.
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Kenyon Colleoe—The annual Catalogue of this Institu­
tion has just been issued from the press. The number of 
students in the Collegiate department is 65, and in the Gram­
mar School, 67.—The Theological department has been or­
ganized, and will go into operation so soon as a sufficient num­
ber of students are in attendance. It is arranged under the 
following Professorships:—Rt. Rev. C. P. M’Ilvaine, Pre­
sident and Prof . of Pastoral Theoloyy §• Pulpit Eloquence-, Rev.
W. Sparrow, Milnor Prof, of Systematic Theology, ------ —
------------ , Prof, of the Interpretation of Scripture. — A fund
has been collected for the maintenance of this Professorship 
for five years.—The appointment to the office has not yet been 
made. The following are extracts from the published circular.
Terms of Admission.—Every candidate for admission must 
produce a certificate of good moral character.—lie must be 
acquainted with English Grammar, Arithmetic and Geogra­
phy, and be able to read, construe and parse the following 
books:—Jacob’s Latin Reader, Sallust, Cicero, Virgil, and 
Jacob’s Greek Reader, and Ire acquainted with Latin and 
Greek Prosody: He must also pay into the College Treasury 
the regular bill for one year.
Course of Studies__ Freshman Class__ Livy; Grasca Ma-
jora, {Herod., Xen., Cyrop. Sf Anab., Theoph., Hit., Polya, j; 
Adam’s Roman Antiquities; Cleveland’s Greek Antiquities; 
Day’s Algebra; Gr. Maj , ( Homer, Hes., App. Rhod., Isocra­
tes f Horace; Ancient Geography; Tytler’s Historv.
Sophomore Class.—Playfair’s Euclid; Gr. Majora, (Xen. 
Memor., Plato, Lysias, Demosthenes) ; Excerpta Latina, ( Cur­
tins, Paterc., QuinctilianJ; Hedge’s Logic; Gr. Majora, ({first
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LETTERS FROM ITALY.
LETTER VI.
Naples, October 6th, 1832.
Wc met a" few Italian soldiers in the streets of Pompeii, but 
their appearance there grated on the feelings. An Italian 
soldier before the guard-house of a Roman town. Why, the 
weight of a suit of Roman armor, such as has been picked up 
in this place, and is now exhibited in the Studii of Naples, 
would hear down a modern Italian warrior and lay him life­
less upon the ground__ The article to be seen is a beautiful
helmet with the Destruction of Troy soulptured on it, that is 
nearly as much as a stout man can lift. The garrison of Pom­
peii appears also to have been well-disciplined as well as mus­
cular: a skeleton was found in the sentry-box without the 
Herculaneum gate and in the soldiers’ quarter at the Forum 
Nundinarium, several skeletons were dug out from among the 
helmets and shields, and other armor.
The streets of Pompeii are generally straight, but short and 
narrow, except the Via-Consularis, which is about one-third 
as wide as the streets of Philadelphia, and runs quite through 
the town. They are paved with lava and usually have side­
walks raised about six inches above the general level. The 
wheel-ruts which in some of them are pretty deep, are not 
quite so far apart as those caused by a modern carriage. The 
houses, with very few exceptions, were never more than one 
story in height, were generally small with flat roofs, and ac­
cording to our notions of things, uncomfortable. They were 
often without windows, and when openings were left for light 
and air, they were, except in a few cases, without glass: some 
of them appear to have had horn for a substitute. The glass 
even in the handsomest edifices was thick and not very trans­
parent. In proportion, however, as the private dwellings were 
inferior to ours in comfort, the public places, the baths, thea­
tres, &e. surpassed ours in magnificence. The dwellings of 
the wealthier citizens are usually entered by a narrow passage 
or vestibule, at the end of which we came to an open court, 
with a reservoir six or seven inches in depth, in tlic centre, 
and surrounded with rooms opening into it; the rooms are 
small and have no other opening but the doorway, but the 
walls are generally ornamented with handsome frescos, and the 
floors, both of the chambers and court, are of rich mosaics. 
From this court wc pass into other courts or saloons mostly 
surrounded in a similar manner, sometimes with a small gar­
den or a fountain on one side.
After this general description, I will carry you through the 
city, glancing as wc pass, at a few of the objects most worthy 
of note. Let me premise, however, that most of the portable 
articles worth preserving, including many of the mosaics and 
frescos, have been transported to Naples and are now to be seen 
in the galleries of its studii.
The approach to Pompeii from Herculaneum leads by a 
bouse called the villa of Diomede: it has two stories, and is 
one of the largest buildings disentombed. One of the rooms 
bad a large glazed bow-window. Under the porticoes which 
surround the garden, are cellars in which are amphorae, show­
ing that they were probably wine-cellars. Twenty skeletons 
were found in these vaults, one with valuable gold ornaments 
on it and with a purse of copper coins in the hand. Two 
other skeletons with a key were found near the private door of 
the garden.—Opposite to this house are the tombs of the 
family of Diomede, and the road from this to the gate of Pom­
peii, a distance of 300 yards, is lined on each side with hand­
some tombs in good preservation. Pompeii approached by a 
street of tombs!
At the gato is a sentry-box: in it were found a lance, part 
of a helmet and a skeleton.
Pompeii had double walls, through which were four princi­
pal entrances. That from Herculaneum is through an arch 
for carriages and a smaller on each side for foot-passengers. 
Passing through this we came—1. immediately on the right to 
what was probably the post-house. Here were found horses’ 
bones in the stables, three cars and rings remcmbling wheel 
tires.
2. A building on the left for medicated potions.—Here were 
found a stove and marble counter with marks of cups or glass­
es on it: This kind of shops appears to have been numerous in 
Pompeii.
3. House of the Vestals__ A pretty large building and hand­
some. Skeletons of a man and a dog, together with gold or­
naments for ladies were discovered here.
3. An anatomical theatre__ A large number of surgical in­
struments were found here, some resembling those of modern 
times.
5. A custom-house—Steelyards resembling our own, but 
hanging by a ring, instead of moving on a delicate pivot as 
ours do, were found here, together with leaden weights.
vol. finished); Excerpta Latina, (CiceroJ; Day’s Trigonome­
try; Mensuration, Surveying, and Navigation; Jaineison’s 
Rhetoric.
Junior Class__ Bridge’s Conic Sections—Spherical Trigo­
nometry and Geometry; Gr. Majora, (2nd vol. finished); En­
field’s Philosophy, (begun}; Chemistry; Tacitus; Enfield’s 
Philosophy; Paley’s Natural Theology; Paley’s Moral Phi­
losophy.
Senior Class__ .Stewart’s Philosophy; Payne’s Philosophy;
Wilson’s Evidences of Christianity; Cioero De Oratore; Fed­
eralist; Butler’s Analogy; Campbell’s Philosophy of Rheto­
ric; Say’s Political Economy; Review of Latin and Greek; 
Geology.
Lectures__ A. course of written Lectures is delivered, on
select subjects in Natural Philosophy and Astronomy, by the 
Prof, of Math, and Nat. Phil, to the Senior Class.
A course of experimental Lectures by the Prof, of Math, 
and Nat. Phil, to the Junior Class.
A course of Chemical Lectur es, by the Prof, of Chemistry, 
to the Junior Class.
A course of Mineralogical and Geological Lectures by the 
Prof, of Chemistry, &c., to the Senior Class.
During the whole College Course, a portion of the Greek Tes­
tament on Monday mornings; Religious Exercises and Bible 
Recitations on Wednesday afternoons; frequent exercises in 
Composition and Declamation.
Expenses.—For forty weeks term time, including board, 
tuition, room-rent, fuel and light, for a Theological Student, 
Fifty Dallas: for a College Strident, Seventy Dollars: for a Stu­
dent in the Grammar School, Sixty Dollars,
N. B. These expenses to be paid in all cases, in advance.— 
Incidental expenses to be paid at the end of each term. If 
Students remain during vacation, their expenses will he in­
creased in the same proportion, and they will be subject to the 
same rules of order, as in term time.
In addition.to the above, each Student is required to pay 
two dollars annually, which secures to him the attendance of 
the College Physician, and (uch attention and nursing in the 
Physician’s family, as he shall need in case of sickness.
Scholarships.—The want of faithful, devoted laborers in 
our church is the great obstacle, as far as human means are 
concerned, to its rapid extension in the western states. Abun­
dant evidence is afforded of this in the increasing demand for 
her ministrations, and the success which has in many instances 
accompanied the exertions of zealous laymen to establish her 
worship, and thereby advance the cause of piety, and build up 
in the hearts of men the “kingdom of righteousness, and peace, 
and joy in the Holy Ghost." Something has been done to 
supply this want. But by western Episcopalians almost no­
thing.— One beneficiary in this Institution has been supported 
by members of St. Paul’s Church, Cincinnati, and it is the 
only one in the State, while three or four have been assisted 
for several years by benevolent individuals and associations at 
the east. A subscription was commenced here for the support 
of a theological professor. But few were found to second the 
attempt, until the liberality of our Atlantic brethren was call­
ed forth in its behalf. Much, however, remains to be done. 
While we depend chiefly on the generosity of eastern friends 
for the means of erecting a 'rheological Seminary, the means 
for the support of such of its Students as need it, ought cer­
tainly to be furnished by ourselves. And might not many of 
our churches, without burdening themselves, support one be­
neficiary each? Fifty dollars a year will pay the expenses of 
board and tuition at our Seminary for a Theological Student; 
and there is no young man with industry and prudence, who 
might not, with that amount of aid, avail himself of all the ad­
vantages which the Institution affords. Wc give below the 
proposition of Dr. Bedell, as an example for imitation, to the 
friends of our Church and Seminary in the west. In no way, 
we believe, can the interests of both be better promoted than 
by the establishment of Theological Scholarships.
dr. bedell’s proposal.
Philadelphia, Dec. 29t/i 1832.
Rev. and Dear Brother:—I am exceedingly anxious that 
something should be done to increase the facilities of pious 
young men who are desirous of pursuing their studies for the 
Ministry of the Gospel. The wants of our Church are truly 
appalling. I believe that, by the blessing of God, on a little 
extra exertion in the way of literary labor, I may be enabled, 
while any thing like health is continued, to support, annually, 
one young man in his course of education for the ministry, 
calculating his expenses for the same at $75. By the plan of 
Gerritt Smith, Esq., in behalf of the Colonization Society, 
and by the plan of Simon Greenleaf, Esq. in relation to our 
own General Missionary Society, very large sums have been 
thrown into the treasuries of those Societies. I would hum­
bly desire to try if a similar plan would not very materially 
advance the interest of the education cause. I therefore here­
by offer, that I will, should God prosper me, support annually 
one beneficiary in his preparation for the Ministry of our 
Church, provided that, in the city of Philadelphia, there can 
be obtained 20 scholarships, or in the state of Pennsylvania 20 
more, or in the Church at large, 100 scholarships at $75 each. 
Yours, in the bonds of the Gospel,
G. T. Bedell.
Rev. G. W. Ridgely, General Agent 
and Cor. Sec. of the Episcopal Education Society.
6. Soap manufactory, called so from the articles found in n,
7. Public baking houst—Here are four corn-mills, in orea 
and a stable. Vases and heaps of corn, turned to chiral 
were discovered here.
8. House of Caius Sallust, a large and very handsome e 
fice, adorned with courts, marble columns, and beautiful fra. 
cos: near it was discovered a skeleton of a lady, and of thrrt 
other persons, and among them a small quantity of money | 
silver mirror, bracelets, and ear-rings, &c.
9. A Farrier's shop. 10. Another bake-shop.
11. Probably a hotel; near this ten skeletons were found
12. Chymist's shop. 13. Eating house. 14. House of 
Edile Pansa: large and very splendid. 15. House of the I)~. 
matic Poet-, large and highly ornamented, gold omamena:j 
abundance and cooking utensils were discovered here.
16. Public Baths, nearly entire and very spendid.
17. From these baths we were taken to see the greats- 
wonder of the place and indeed one of the greatest wonders 
that ancient times have produced. It was excavated about a 
twelvemonth since. It is a mosaic about 18 feet long mJ 
in height, and represents a battle between the armies of Al«. 
ander and Darius. Most of the figures are on horsebadad 
the boldness of conception and excellence of execution inewj 
part of the picture are astonishing. A lexandcr, who is in th 
front, has just pierced a warrior, probably the son of Daru-, 
through with his lance; and the hoiror of the aged king,it, 
faintness of the dying man and the feeling of proud triumph 
mixed with unsated and insatiable fury in the conqueror, art 
admirably expressed. Some portions of the picture have ton 
destroyed (probably by the earthquake that preceded the crop- 
tion), and the rest are in so tender a state that they cannot be 
removed; but it is inclosed and guarded both from the wea- 
tlier and human violence. The mansion seems to have ton 
a magnificent one, and was ornamented with numerous other 
fine mosaics which our admiration of the other did not allow 
us time to examine with much care. In a court hack of thil 
picture was a handsome table and a triple line of arnplior.e 
not yet entirely dug out.
18. Temple of Fortune.—An inscription on the wall of iu 
selle informs us that “Marcus Tullius Cicero, son of Marcus, 
erected, at his own private expense, this temple to Fortur. 
Augusta.” It stands on a corner, on the Via-Consularis, u: 
small but very pretty.
19. Forum Civile—My limits forbid me to say much of 
this, and I am therefore loth to say any thing: the apjmtch 
to it is through a lofty triumphal arch: covered porticos wit 
columns of trasertino line three sides of it; it has a rostrum 
and adjoining it are temples to Jupiter, to Venus, to Romulus.
a pantheon, a curia, &c__ the sight from any one of whicl
must have been very imposing.
20. Lane containing the twelve superior deities.
21. Temple of Hercules. 22. Tragic theatre. 23. ZWwm' 
for matters of property. 24. Temple of Isis, with the seerr: 
st airs leading to a place behind the statue of the goddess whena 
the priests delivered the oracles. The altars before this ter 
pie had the bones of victims still remaining on them; bebir- 
it is a chamber, probably the refectory of the priests, who see: 
to have been dining at the moment of the eruption, as cg;< 
wine, bones of fishes, ham and fowls were found on and net1 
the table. Bread in a state of coal was also found in the rein- 
tory, and in the kitchen were discovered pots containingciU- 
bles, and a skeleton leaning against a wall with an aieinit 
hand; Another skeleton was discovered here with 360 con 
of silver, 8 of gold and 42 of bronze, wrapped up in a clod 
This temple added largely to the studii at Naples, in candeli’- 
ra, statues, terra-cotta vessels and various other housed 
utensils.
25. Temple of xEsculapius. 26. Sculptor s shop. 27.6*
ic theatre. Two tickets of admission to the theatres have
found at Pompeii.
26. Amphitheatre.—This edifice stands at some distance t"' 
the objects above noticed: it lias 24 rows of seats andc»- 
accommodate 10,000 persons. It was discovered in there*' 
of Murat. He ordered the ground within and around it* 
be cleared away in 15 days—which was done.
27. The Forum Nundinarium.—In the prison adjoin®?1 
forum was found an iron machine, resembling stocks, and sir' 
tons with their ancle bones inserted through the holes.
28. The Nola gate.—I have thus led you quite through- 
city, or rather one side of it, but without being able to M,‘ 
more than a small portion of the interesting objects that' 
us here on every side. It is a pity that every thing co 
not have been left just as the excavations found it, since ®‘ 
articles have lost much of their affecting interest by the ■ 
moval, but from the unroofed state of the houses and thee 
stant exposure to pillage, the wisdom of the course adopted ■ 
government will be readily seen.
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We will now make a visit to Herculaneum; a very short 
ooe, for there is little there to be seen. This city, built before 
the siege of Troy, was larger than Pompeii and a place of more 
note; but as it laid more immediately under the crater of Ve­
suvius, it suffered mors. It was flooded by a torrent of muddy 
consistence, and over this passed another flood of burning lava. 
Not a vestige of it remained to be seen, and its site was un­
known, until the year 1711, when a peasant digging a well 
struck upon some mosaics which a further examination turned 
out to be part of a theatre. Excavations were made for a 
while by the Prince d’Elbeuf, who had purchased the right to 
dig, but the articles found were so valuable as to attract the 
attention of government, which now took the matter into hand. 
The city was discovered together with the bed of a river, and 
the excavation for a while advanced with rapidity: but as the 
place was buried to a depth of from 60 to 100 feet and the 
towns of Portici and Resina, which are built directly over it, 
make the work ot excavating dangerous, the examination of 
Herculaneum has been nearly suspended. Indeed they have 
been compelled, after excavating, taking plans and removing 
whatever was valuable, to fill up again, to prevent the towns 
above from sinking down into the caverns below. It is ascer­
tained, however, that the streets and houses do not differ in 
their general character from those of Pompeii. On our way 
from that city we stopped in Resina, at a small gate where 
a sign told us the descent was to be made, and each of us 
having been speedily provided with a lighted candle, we passed 
down and soon found ourselves in a region of damps and dark­
ness. The great thoroughfare of Resina passes over the stair­
case, and the thunder of the carriages rolling over our head 
was for a moment astounding. The theatre was the only ob­
ject that could be visited, and as our candles gave but an im­
perfect light, we were able to sec but little even of this. It 
had evidently, however, been a large and handsome edifice, and 
the Studii were shewn some fine equestrian statues taken 
from the front of its scenium. But there was little at Her­
culaneum that could interest us after a visit to Pompeii: we 
were tired and hungry, and were glad to find ourselves (as we 
soon did) once more on the way to Naples.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
and paying an interest on abofit $37,000 of it; and in view of 
the present openings in the Providence of God, for the circu­
lation of the Holy Scripture in foreign lands, and specially in 
view of the fact that there-has been received of the American 
Bible Society, and distributed among the inhabitants of Pick­
away county, upwards of $350 worth of Bibles, which have 
not been paid for, and that there is required probably, $250 
worth more to complete the supply of the destitute in this 
county; therefore, this meeting will endeavor to raise at least 
$350 by the first of April, 1833.
MISSIONARY RECORD.
The Missionary Record of the Domestic and Foreign Mis­
sionary Society, will be published monthly, and afforded to sub­
scribers at $1 per annum—to members of the Society and 
those members of Auxiliary Associations whose contributions 
amount to the sum of $1, yearly, gratis.
Secretaries of Associations and others ordering copies, are 
requested to give their address distinctly, and to designate the 
mode by which they would have the paper forwarded.
Applications (post paid,) to be addressed to the Rev. P. 
Van Pelt, Philadelphia, or (if more convenient) to either of 
the individuals whose names- appear in the following list. 
agents for the record.
Maine—Rev. Messrs. Joseph Muenscher, Saco; J. Clap, 
Gardiner; Samuel Cutler, Esq., Portland.
New-Hampshire.—Rev. Messrs. Benjamin Hale, Dartmouth 
College; C. Burroughs, Portsmouth; J. B. Ilowe, Clare­
mont; M. B. Chase, Hopkinton.
Massachusetts. — Rev. Messrs. J. S. Stone, Boston; T. Ed- 
son, Lowell; W. T. Potter, Quincy; A. I.. Baury, Newton; 
J. Morss, D. D., Newburyport; John West, Taunton.
Vermont.—Rev. Messrs. C. Chase, Bellows Falls; A. B. 
Hard, Sheldon; S. Nash, St. Albans; W. S. Perkins, Ar­
lington; S. A. Crane, Middlebury.
Rhode-Island.—Win. Muenscher, Esq., Providence. Rev. 
Messrs. J. Bristed, Bristol; S. Wheaton, Newport; J. Bar- 
helder, Pawtuxet.
Connecticut. — F. J. Huntington, Esq., Hartford. Rev. 
Messrs. H. R. Judah, Bridgeport; S. B. Paddock, Norwich; 
J. Kemper, D. D., Norwalk; G. C. Shephard, Stratford; 
W. Lucas, New-IIaven; J. M. Guion, Saybrook; S. Fuller, 
Litchfield; S. C. Stratton, Newtown; S. Pyne, Middletown;
New-York. — Rev. J. V. Van Ingen, city of N. Y. Mr- 
T. N. Stanford, No. 52, Broadway, do. Rev. Messrs. It. D. 
Hall, Hempstead, L. I.; II. Gregory, Moravia; J. C. Rudd, 
D. D., Auburn; II. J. Whitehouse, Rochester; A. Potter, 
Schenectady.
New-Jersey.—Rev. Messrs. J. Chapman, Perth Amboy; 
J. Crocs, Brunswick; M. II. Henderson, Newark; B. G. 
Noble, Elizabethtown; II. M. Mason, Salem.
Pennsylvania. — Rev. Messrs. F. Beasley, Easton; G. E. 
Hare, Carlisle; N. Stem, Harrisburg; J. May, Wilkesharre; 
J. B. Clemson, Chester. Mr. Win. Stavely, Philadelphia.
Delaware__ Rev. I. Pardee, Wilmington; S.« W. Press­
man, New-Castle.
Maryland.—Rev. J. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., Baltimore. 
Samuel Young, Esq., do. Rev. Messrs. J. G. Blanchard, 
Annapolis; It. B. Drane, Hagerstown; C. F. Jones, Ches­
tertown.
Virginia—Rev. Messrs. II. W. Ducachet, Norfolk; C. 
Dresser, Halifax C. House; J. Grammer, Wyoming; J. P. 
McGuire, Loretto; Wm. F. Lee, Richmond.
District of Columbia.— Rev. C. Mann, Alexandria; Mr. 
Joseph Wiltner, Theological Seminary.
North Carolina.—Rev. Messrs. J. B. Buxton, Fayetteville; 
William D. Cairns, Wilmington; John Avery, Edenton; 
J. II. Norment, Washington.
South Carolina.—-Itev. C. E. Gadsden, Charlestown; Mr. 
Ebenczer Thayer, do. Rev. J. R. Walker, Beaufort.
Georgia—ltev. Messrs. E. Ncuvillc, Savannah; E. E. 
Ford, Augusta.
Ohio.— Rev. Messrs. B. P. Aydclott, Cincinnati; S. John­
ston, do.; M. T. C. Wing, Gambier; A. Sanford, Medina; 
II. Caswell, Portsmouth.
Kentucky__ Rev. Messrs. G. P. Giddinge, Hopkinsville;
A. Cleaver, Paris; II. Ash, Shelbyville; G. McMillan, Dan­
ville; B. O. Peers, Lexington.
Tennessee.—Rev. Messrs. G. Weller, Nashville; D. Ste­
phens, D. D., Columbia.
Mississippi—Rev. Messrs. P. Connelly, Natchez; U. M. 
Wheeler, Woodville.
Missouri.—Rev. W. Chadderton, St. Louis.
Michigan Territory.—Rev. Messrs. It. Bury. Detroit; J. 
O’Brien, Monroe; S. II. Freeman, Ypsilanti.
Should it be inconvenient to any of the gentlemen who have 
been appointed Agents by the Executive Committee, to serve 
in this capacity, they will confer a favor on the Society by 
nominating some one who will act in their place.
The Editors of the “ Churchman,” “ Episcopal Watchman,” 
“Gambier Observer,” “Gospel Messenger,” (Auburn) “ Gos­
pel Messenger,” (Charleston,) and other religious periodicals, 
will oblige the Society by giving the above an iusertion in 
their columns.—Episcopal Recorder.
Tracts and Sunday Schools in the U. S. Navy.—An 
officer in the U. S. Navy, now serving on board one of our 
vessels in the Pacific Ocean, in a letter to the Secretary of the 
American Tract Society, recently received from Callao, speaks 
of the great benefit derived from the efforts recently made for 
the religious instruction of seamen in the U. S. Navy. A 
tract given to a Boston sailor, engaged in the seal-fishery, in­
duced him to leave that business, and ship on board the vessel 
of war, that he might have the benefit of religious instruction. 
The officer says: “ He is one of nine on board who have be­
come hopefully converted to Christ our Saviour. The change 
in the condition of the sailors of this vessel has been caused by 
the example set them and the privileges granted them. Lieut. 
M------ has devoted much of his time to instructing them, and
In compliance with the request of the Secretary of the 
General Convention, we give a prominent place to the follow­
ing :—Churchman.
SPECIAL CANON.
In the Journal of the late General Convention (pp. 91, 95) / 
mention is made of a Special Canon as having been passed by 
both houses. It unfortunately, however, does not appear in 
the Journal, and the undersigned therefore respectfully re­
quests the Secretaries of the Diocesan Conventions, and the 
editors of the Church periodicals, to aid him in giving it pub­
licity. The following is a copy of the Canon, as it was pass­
ed.—
“The Dioceses of Mississippi and Alabama, and the Clergy 
and Churches in the State of Louisiana, are hereby authorized 
to associate and join in the election of a Bishop, any thing in 
the Canons of this Church to the contrary notwithstanding: 
the said association to be dissolved on the demise of the Bishop, 
and not before, unless by the consent of the General Conven­
tion.”
Henry Anthon, Secretary, &c.
New- York, Jan. 16, 1833.
Vermont: Episcopal Visitation.—Bishop Hopkins com­
menced the primary visitation of his Diocese, Sunday, Dec. 
30th. Monday evening he preached in St. Stephen’s, Mid­
dlebury, service being read by Rev. L. McDonald, of Shel­
burn. The sermon was a noble one—a clear exhibition of 
Christian doctrine, and a warm exhortation to Christian prac­
tice,—and was listened to by an attentive and admiring audi­
ence. New-Year’s-Day morning the Bishop again preached 
in the same church. His subject was Confirmation, showing 
its importance, proof, reasonableness, and use, and the prepara­
tion proper for receiving it. The sermon was marked by 
clearness of statement, strength of argument, and elevated 
views respecting the utility of the rite, the obligations which 
it imposes, and the preparation of heart with which they should 
be taken. Subsequently eleven persons came forward and re­
ceived this impressive and apostolic rite, one of whom had been 
baptized during the morning service by the Rector of the 
Church. The strong reasoning, sound doctrine, earnest ad­
dresses, and impressive manner of the Bishop, joined with the 
solemn and affecting nature of our Baptismal and Confirma­
tion offices, made an evident, and it is hoped, an abiding im­
pression on the minds of many. Long and gratefully will the 
day be remembered by Episcopalians in this place, and most 
heartily do they implore the blessings of the Great Head of 
the Church, upon their loved and respected Diocesan both in 
his present interesting visitation, and in all the duties of his 
sacred office. A. C. S.
Middlebury, Vt., Jan. 1st, 1833.
Pickaway County Bible Sociity__ This Society held its
annual meeting on the 12th inst. Among the resolutions 
passed at the meeting we notice the following:—
Resolved, That in view of the present embarrassment of the 
American Bible Society, being more than $57,000 in debt,
for that purpose has a Bible class and Sunday-school on board: 
and from his report I am led to believe there are many good 
men on board.” Let facts like these encourage the friends of 
seamen, tracts and Sunday-schools to persevere in the good 
work in which they are engaged.—N. Y. Obs.
The good work goes on!—The fame of the American 
. Temperance Reform is gradually spreading through the north 
of Europe, and we have now the satisfaction of adding Prus­
sia to the countries, which have manifested a desire to imitate 
I our example. The following letter has been addressed to the 
, chairman of the executive committee of the New-York State 
i Temperance Society, by the Prussian Consul in this city.—N.
! York Observer.
Consulate of Prussia, (
New-York, 6th December, 1832. )
Sir:—The Prussian government, aware of the success which 
has attended the establishment of temperance societies in this 
country, and being desirous to introduce similar institutions 
in Prussia, lias directed me, through the Department of State, 
to collect and transmit to Berlin the rules and regulations of 
the Society in this country, with such of their transactions as 
have been made public, and in fact all such details and sug­
gestions as might be useful, or could serve as models for his 
Majesty’s government in the formation of such societies.
Permit me, therefore, Sir, to make known to you the requi­
sitions of that government, and to assure you That I shall be 
most happy and most obliged by any epistolary or documenta­
ry information which yon may have it in your power to grant 
me on this interesting subject.
I have the honor to be, with sentiments of the greatest res­
pect, Sir, your most obedient humble servant,
J. W. Schmidt, Prussian Consul.
To E. C. Delavan, Esq. Albany.
At a meeting of the Vestry of St. Peter’s Church, Albany, 
N. Y., the ltev. Henry W. Dueachet, 51. D. was unani­
mously elected Rector. —Episcopal Rec.
SUMMARY.
Congressional—If the new Tariff Bill reported to the 
House of Representatives by Mr. Verplanck should become a 
law, the annual revenue from imports, supposing the quantity 
of goods imported to be the same as in 1831, would be from 
the date of the bill’s going into operation until March 2, 1834, 
$21,595,039. From the latter date to March 2, 1835, $17,- 
837,818. After March 2, 1835, $17,017,158: to which add 
315,556 for difference of pound sterling on goods paying ad 
valorem duty, $17,332,714. It is calculated that about one- 
fifth of the gross revenue will be paid back in the form of draw­
backs, or absorbed in the expenses of collection. Deducting 
this from $17,332,714, and we should have a nett revenue 
from imports, ot $13,866,171, which added to $2,500,000 from 
the sale of public lands, would give us a total nett revenue of 
$16,366,171. The annual expenses of government, including 
every description of demands upon the Treasury, is estimated 
at $15,000,000, Leaving an annual surplus of about $1,336,- 
171, to guard against contingencies—Jour, of Com.
Wednesday, Jan. 9__ In the Senate, Mr. Forsyth presented
a preamble and resolutions adopted by the Legislature of 
Georgia, recommending various amendments to the Constitu­
tion of the United States, and making application to Congress 
for the call of a Convention with a view to such amendments. 
Mr. Forsyth also laid before the Senate a report and resolu­
tions of the Legislature of Georgia in relation to the appro­
priation of the public money by Congress, to subjects of in­
ternal improvement.
Indians JFcsf of the Mississippi.—It will gratify the true 
friends of the Indians, to read the following extract of a letter 
recently received from one of the Commissioners now engaged 
in the adjustment of unsettled Indian matters in that region.
“The condition of the Creeks and Cheiokees is very pros­
perous. The Cherokees can, I think, dispose of 28,000 bush­
els of corn this season, and the Creeks, 50,(XX) bushels; (this 
is over and above their own consumption.) Education is be­
coming an interesting topic. Five schools have been and are 
now being established among the Creeks, independent of be­
nevolent schools. The Cherokees have employed four native 
teachers at four hundred dollars each, and Mr. Guess, the in­
ventor of the alphabet, at four hundred, thus consuming their 
own fund of two thousand dollars. This is, to the Indian na­
tions, a most interesting time.”—Washington Globe.
Monument of Bishop Hobart.—A monument of Bishop Ho­
bart, from the chisel of Mr. Ball Hughs, has been placed in 
Trinity Church, New-York. It is a correct likeness, repre­
senting him as large as life, sitting in a chair reading the Bi­
ble__a female figure, representing Faith, standing by his side,
and pointing to a cross above, surrounded by rays of light, or 
a halo of glory- The whole is beautifully executed in white 
marble.
Rev. Chari.es Simeon, on the 50th anniversary of his min­
istry in Cambridge, gave a dinner to about 240 of his parish­
ioners. He also received from the inhabitants a very hand­
some silver salver and a silver epergne.
Lotteries—Are at their last chance. Virginia, Pennsylva­
nia, and New-York are about to put them down. Then comes, 
we hope, contentment with labor, moderate earnings, and gra­
dual and retained accumulation.— Centinel.
Civilization of Africa__ A company is projected, at Paris,
of capitalists, and resolute men, instructed in science and the 
arts, for the purpose of proceeding to Africa, and forming an 
establishment to be put into immediate and direct communica­
tion with the nations of the interior, and to enter into com­
mercial relations that may terminate the war between the 
Arabs and the Franks, and be susceptible of very extensive 
diffusion.
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POETRY.____________
THE DEAD OF 1832.
The following notice of Carroll and Cornelius is from the 
New-Year’s Address of the Connecticut Observer—probably 
written by Mrs. Sigourney.
Another knell is on the blast,—
And art thou gone, the last,—the last,—
Our only link that bound sublime 
The present, to the ancient time?—
Sage of pure mind, and patriot hand,
The last of that illustrious band,
Who in the day of fear and blood 
Firm round their cradled country stood,—
With diamond Egis dar’d the strife,
And gave their signet for her life.—
Carroll!—though many a year had shed 
Its whiteness o’er thy reverend head,
Yet as the Oak, when storms divide 
Its lofty compeers from its side,
Is held more sacred, more sublime,
For every gather’d tint of time;
So we, with pride, thy crown survey’d,
And drew the stranger to thy shade.—
Fain had we brought our babes to thee,
And bow’d them at thy patriarch-knee,
Thy blessing on their heads to crave,—.
But thou art resting in thy grave,—
Yes,—thou art safe from storms, and we,
Still ride upon a boisterous sea.—
Conte,—to yon consecrated ground,
Where in each nook and hillock round,
Some bleeding heart its gold hath sow’d,—
And rest thee on this hallow’d mound,
Where many a tear hath flow’d.
Cold o’er its snows the moon-beams shine,—
Rever’d Cornelius!—is it thine?—
()h!—smitten ill thy glory’s prime,
From polar zone to tropic clime,
Thy name is where the heathen sees 
Salvation’s banner on the breeze,—
And mingles with their grieving prayer,
Who speak a Saviour’s message there.—
The wandering red-man hears its tone,
And starts amid the forest lone,
Or from his home’s poor refuge driven,
An outcast ’ncath the face of heaven,
Turns hopeless towards the western sea,
And as he weeps, remembers thee.
Ob forest brethren!—long distrest,
Unheard, unanswering, and opprest,—
When to your sad and earth-bow’d eyes,
Shall such another friend arise,—
With zeal to save your exil’d throng,
With breast indignant at their wrong?
When shall such smile of heavenly birth 
Beam kindly on jour cabin-hearth?
Or when such voice of angel-strain 
Breath pitying o’er your souls again?
Genius the dazzled eye may blind,
And mystic science awe mankind,
And patriot faith, and hoary time,
From history win the meed sublime,—
But thou whose loss on distant shores,
Berrav’d Benevolence deplores,—
A fame like thine, so pure,—so deep,—
Earth’s tablet is too frail to keep,
And the proud worldling’s vision gay,
Too dull its semblance to survey.
Oh!—honor’d more than speech can tell,
True servant of the Cross !—farewell.
MISCELLANY.
From the Dumfries Courier.
4 Story of a I’ike.—The desperate voracity of the pike is 
not more remarkable than the extraordinary retention of life 
it possesses after being removed from its native element. The 
following is a remarkable and rather ludicrous instance of its 
possession of both characteristics, for the truth of which we 
can safely pledge our veracity. An acquaintance, who is a 
perfect enthusiast in the science of angling, some time ago 
strapped the creel over his shoulder, took the rod in his hand, I 
and with a plentiful and select assortment of hooks, bait, and ! 
fly, in his pocket, sel off on a piscatory pilgrimage, to the ' 
banks of the Clyde. There he casually encountered a shep- • 
herd, with his colley at his foot, and whilst exchanging news ' 
and a pinch of rappee with the pastoral patriarch, our ac ­
quaintance observed a frog spring out of the grass into the wa­
ter—which it had no sooner done than an immense pike shot 
with the speed of lightning from beneath the bank, and the 
next moment poor Monsieur Frog became an inmate of the 
monster’s insatiable maw. In an instant the five-piece hicko- ! 
ry rod was screwed together, the hooks fixed to the line and 
another unfortunate paddock, as the shepherd termed it, being i 
found and transfixed, our friend retreated back to a proper dis­
tance and threw in his bait. No sooner had it dropped into 
the water than it was in the jaws of the pike, when the barbs 
were forthwith stuck into his gums, and after about half an 
hour’s desperate tussle, a huge twelve pound fish was laid on 
the green sward. Whilst our friend was undoing his rod and 
tackle, having made the shepherd a gift of the prize, the colley 
that had watched the sport seemingly with much attention, 
was going snuffing and smelling around the captive, and wag­
ging his tail evidently with great satisfaction. Tired at last 
with scrutinizing, the unsuspicious quadruped sat down with
his rump towards the fish, and the bushy tuft of his tail lying 
temptingly near the jaws of the latter, it snapped at and 
caught hold of it. No words can paint the terror and sur­
prise of the colley at this unwonted assault on his person. 
First he bolted straight out a hundred yards or so, like an ar­
row—then wheeled round with the circular rapidity of a mill 
stone—and finally sprung into the water, thinking, no doubt, 
that his assailant would prefer emancipation and safety in his 
native element to the gratification of a malicious revenge; and 
so, no doubt, it would, but the wishes of both were fated to 
be baulked—the hair having got so wrapped round the pike’s 
jaws and grinders, that the latter was totally unable to disen­
gage itself. Away swam the dog across the river, the pike 
tugging and tearing with might and main—now pulling the 
poor colley the one moment, fairly below the water by sheer 
weight and strength, the next lifting his hurdies ‘high in air,’ 
as it sprung aloft in its struggles to get free—at every pull the 
terrified quadruped howling forth his alarm; whilst the two 
spectators, completely overcome by the‘ludicrous novelty of 
the spectacle, absolutely roared with laughter till ‘the tears 
coursed one another down their noses,’ with downright mirth.
Having landed on the opposite bank, the colley took direct­
ly for his master’s cottage, (which was a gun-shot or two off 
the river) at full speed—the pike throwing incessant pirouettes 
in the air, to each of which a lengthened and dismal howl was 
responded. Anxious to see the termination of this laughable 
affair, our friend accompanied the shepherd across a neighbor­
ing ford, and on arriving at the domicile, found the whole 
family__wife, wanes, dogs, cats, and chuckles in a state of tu­
multuous uproar and confusion that baffles description. T he 
unfortunate colley had crept under the bed with his tail-piece, 
whence he literally sent forth shrieks of agony and terror. 
Having pulled him out by the neck, the ‘gude wife’s’ shears 
were put in requisition, and the poor dog was soon free from 
this truly unwelcome prosecutor; yet, notwithstanding all the 
bumping and thumping which the latter had undergone in its 
awkward career to the cottage, our friend assures us that the 
voracious animal actually snapped at and sunk its teeth into 
the porridge stick which was employed to force open its jaws! 
After resting himself a little, and giving the gratified shepherd, 
in addition to the fish, a caulker from his flask, our friend re­
sumed his pilgrimage, highly diverted with the strange and 
unexpected sport he had met with.
Transparency of the Sea__ There is nothing, perhaps,
that strikes a northern traveller more than the singular trans­
parency of waters; and, the farther he penetrates into the 
Arctic regions, the more forcibly is his attention riveted to this 
fact. At a depth of 20 fathoms, or one hundred and twenty 
feet, the whole surface of the ground is exposed to view. 
Beds, composed entirely of shells and lightly sprinkled with 
them, and sub marine forest, present, through the clear me­
dium, new wonders to the unaccustomed eye. It is stated by 
Sir Capel de Brooke, and fully confirmed by my observation 
in Norway,’ that sometimes on the shores of Norland the sea 
is transparent to a depth of four or five hundred feet; and that 
when a boat passes over subaqueous mountains, whose sum­
mits rise above that line, but whose bases are fixed in an un­
fathomable abyss, the visible illusion is so perfect that one who 
has gradually in tranquil progress passed over the surface, as­
cended wonderingly the rugged steep, shrinks back vyith hor­
ror as he crosses the vortex, under an impression that he is 
falling headlong down the precipice. The transparency of 
tropical waters generally, as far as my experience goes, is not 
comparable to that of the seas in these northern latitudes; 
though an exception be made in favor of the China sea, and a 
few isolated spots on the Atlantic. Every one who has passed 
over the bank known to sailors as the Saya de Malha, ten de­
grees north of the Mauritius, must remember with pleasure 
the worlds of shell and coral which the translucid water ex­
poses to view, at a depth of thirty to five and thirty fathoms. 
—Elliott's Letters from the North of Europe.
Population of Europe__ From statistical investigations,
recently made by Moreau of Paris, it appears that the leading 
States of Europe will, at their present rate of increase, double 
the number of their inhabitants at the undermentioned peri­
ods when they will respectively possess the following aggregate 
of population:—
Prussia 1862 23,100,000
Great Britain, 1872 41.000,000
Austria - w 74,500,000
Italy 1873. - 40,OIK),000
Russia and Poland 1874s - 93,000,000
Portugal ____ 7,360,000
Sweden and Norway 1879 • 7,354,000
Spain 1876 25,500,000
Switzerland 1883 - 4,000,(MX)
Denmark 1869 3,000,000
22,000,000Turkey and Greece 1898
The Netherlands 1912 12,200,000
States of Germany 1947 - 24,000,000
63,000,000France 1951 -
By this table we are made acquainted with the extraordina­
ry fact that Prussia will double her population, baring such 
accidents as human nature may have to encounter, in thirty- 
one years, whilst her petty neighbors must look on, without a | 
remedy, for another eighty-five years before their numbers ex­
perience a similar increase. The disparity between England 
and France is no less marvellous: by the time when the latter 
shall have doubled her human resources, ours, by Moreau’s 
showing, will have risen to upwards of one hundred millions 
of souls; in the which event the inhabitants of the British 
Isles will out number those of Gaul one moiety and more.— 
New Monthly Magazine.
Duel.—We learn, that a duel was fought on Sunday fore­
noon, in the town of Cumberland, near the Massachusetts line,
by two young, foolish bloods, from Boston, whom our inform, 
ant designates as “two rather dissipated looking chaps, vritfj 
beards a-growin’on their upper lips.” The honorable 
exchanged shots in a field near the road side. One was wound- 
ed in the knee—and was assisted by his companions intoatr. 
riage which had followed them “to the field” and all partin
started on their return at a rapid rate__ Providence Journui.
The duellists who fought in Rhode-Inland are believed to 
be two officers of the Navy. The wounded man is reported 
to be dangerously ill in this city.—Boston Atlas.
It seems from other accounts, that these same “bloods” 
were frightened out of one pasture, where they had begun pre. 
parations for fighting, by the bellowing of an ox, or a cov 
which they mistook for that of a bull; also, that they strip, 
ped themselves, before shooting, even to the skin; also that 
one of them felt very sadly,—a boy who happened to Ire loot- 
ing on, says “he cried properly,”—and one of the seconds gm 
him something to drink out of a bottle; also, that onetffc 
seconds hid behind a tree, lest he should be shot; and also,tha 
after the battle, they put on their clothes and made ofFinsueh 
a hurry, that one of them forgot to take his shirt with him 
Yet, we presume, it was as respectable an affair, andtheja,. 
ties did themselves quite as much credit, as is common oasur/i 
occasions.— Vermont Chronicle.
Lion and Doo.—The- Philadelphia Intelligencer rehts 
the following anecdote :—A menagerie, now exhibitingin the 
Northern Liberties, comprises, among other things, atinefull 
grown African lion. Some time since a little witflt dog, 
whose ragged coat and “ill fed sides” proved that “the vtild 
was not his friend nor the world’s law,” was thrown in lin­
eage to his majesty. The miserable whelp yelped piteous!;, 
and crept, trembling, into a corner. The lion did not molts: 
him; hut by every means in his power encouraged his little 
victim. When his protege had become re-assured, he watclied 
over him with the most sedulous affection; shared with Un 
his meals, and resented with the utmost fury any attempt to 
molest or harm him. They soon became friends. This har­
mony has continued completely uninterrupted,—except when 
the wiftet, as it occasionally does, attempts to nullify what it 
considers to be an unconstitutional assumption of authority. 
I'hc lion, however, regards it with imperturbable calmness,and 
the favorite soon comes to his senses. The friends are to be 
seen rooming, eating, and sleeping together, as snugly ns two | 
Congress men.
Charles Carroll of Carrollton.—When this distin­
guished man was approaching his eightieth year, anil the infir­
mities of age began to be deeply felt, his numerous triends ear­
nestly recommended to him the daily and regular use of alii 
tie brandy. Any deviation from his long continued and cor 
firmed habit of abstinence appeared to him by no means n- 
cessary; and it was long before he consented to the propose: 
innovation. When he concluded to take brandy, be deter­
mined that it should be with the greatest caution,- according); 
he measured for himself every day, a very small quantity 
he drank largely diluted with water. lie would allow no w 
to mix his grog lest the quantity of spirit should be inadver 
tently increased. This habit continued for some time, when 
at an entertainment given his friends, it was observed that his 
glass vzas no longer, even faintly tinged with brandy. Inqui­
ry being made, Mr. Carroll remarked, “ Gentlemen the expe­
rience of many years has taught me that I can do withou: 
brandy; and a trialof its use for a single year has convince 
me that if I continue it I can by no means foresee what it wi. 
do with me.” J-
As rivers and fountains proceed from the sea, and rehir 
thither again; so true grace in the heart, as a fountain, sends 
forth all its streams towards God, the ocean from whence it 
flowed.
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